MOBILE WIRELESS ACCESSIBILITY (MWA)
Background
According to WHO, there are 37 millions of blind and 124 millions of visually impaired people,
worldwide. According to INAIL (Italian Institute for Labour Insurance), in Italy, there are about
350,000 blinds and over 1,500,000 visually impaired people1.
Blinds and visually impaired people have a lot of problems, sometime they are even unable to interface
and deal with public (Public Administration specially) environments, as well as, to handle the public
commodities. There are very few serious approaches that try to solve this problem and - as far as we
know - no one uses the voice capabilities on mobile tools.

Executive Overview
The Mobile Wireless Accessibility project started with a pilot in IBM Italy, in 2004: 10 people (blind,
visually impaired and normally seeing) looked for a radical change in accessing any kind of
information and communication, integrating them in a unique mobile device with a unique ergonomic,
usable anywhere and anytime. The MWA architecture allows the shifting of all the actions and
activities usually performed on traditional desktops or on standard phones to a mobile device.
Mobile Wireless Accessibility architecture brings on the Smart Phone the complete voice, data and
video convergence, proposing a template for a functional integration, fully reaching the most advanced
security policies in the corporate world.
Additionally Mobile Wireless Accessibility means to become a consistent way for companies to save
money, thanks to a unique device running on a unique architecture (e.g. WLAN) for managing the
voice. In the long run, Smart Phones could replace the traditional desk phones.
As voice interface is the key for improving the accessibility to people with visual deficit, the Mobile
Wireless Accessibility solution investigates which kind of problems blind users, with Smartphones and
proper tools (such as screen reader and Location Aware Messaging for Accessibility), experience in
Internet - Intranet usability.
The MWA solution‘s goal is to enable blind and visually impaired people to access professions and
activities otherwise totally not performable. The project intends to provide blind and visually impaired
people with a full access to all the functionalities of mobile Corporate and Public Administration
applications (Internet, Intranet, e-mail, agenda, Office, generic databases, Legacy, Siebel, SAP).
This is the first time a project evaluates and tests the compatibility between mobile protocols,
architectures, market products and disability. The spreading of the solution to enterprise environments,
out of IBM, is part of the project roadmap.

MWA applications and environments
The Mobile Wireless Accessibility project has 5 main applications:
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- Technology adoption for disabled people
This is the most traditional asset to be promoted in public and private organizations, which are
responsible to adopt available solutions in order to improve everybody’s work quality and to allow
people with disability to perform high-value professions.
Moreover, the full usability of the digital material related to e-learning (digital texts, Pod cast, etc.)
must be provided.
- Endorse and demonstrate wireless and mobile frameworks
New labour regulations on flexible work are continuously carried on; as mobile work (e.g. homework)
is widely experienced in many companies, these need to adjust their organizations and infrastructures.
The increasing availability of wireless communication bandwidth and of processing power in cellular
phones makes possible to replace PC with smart phones.
- New services and related business opportunities
As improved accessibility changes or implements new services for Internet application or
public/private Web Portals, new services opportunities will be performed and delivered to users’
community and more users will be able to use them.
- Convergent IP Solutions: new models and perspectives
As many technological applications and services are being carried over IP and wireless backbones, a
single “Hub” for all the communication channels (also GSM) is possible. That means transporting “on
the wire” significant real time data, such as videos and online browsing.
- Presence and location
Services of presence and location have high value for the mobile users,in general, and for blind and
visually impaired people, in particular. Beside the normal GPS navigation and LAMA2 (Location
Aware Messaging for Accessibility) extension, users can benefit from presence and location services in
several application environments, like instant messaging, which immediately state people readiness and
the right communication media or channel to be used.
On these macro-areas the MWA architecture aims to realize a proper innovation “step ahead” for
communication and application processes. MWA relies on transforming each valuable context in one
more suitable to be utilized through IT support. Accessibility depends on the integration between
hardware and software and on its mobility.

Solution description
The MWA Client architecture is based on tools and devices available in the market, without any - or
few - further development.
- Nokia E61i is the hardware device that properly fits the MWA architecture;
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The LAMA software, developed by IBM, improves the communication for deaf users.

- The indoor environment configured for this initiative is based on Cisco infrastructure supporting
WiFi-UMTS;
- Nuance/PC-VOX (produced by Talks) is the screen reader software used to describe through the voice
what appears on the screen;

Architectural Overview Diagram

Conclusions
The coming years will be an exciting and tumultuous period for ICT players. Whilst it is difficult to
predict the consequences for the carries industry of moving to an “always on” IP structure, some trends
are clear. Applications and other services have to follow the client globally, placing new demands on
Corporate and public infrastructures and backbones.
Economies of scale within local, international, public and private IP backbones will force convergence
between internet and mobile platforms. The MWA project is on the right pathway, developing available
solutions to increase the quality of work.

MWA Partners

IBM
IBM is the project owner. It designed and implemented the solution, using Websphere WEA and
WECM products. IBM employees were team members and testers in the pilot phase.
Integration tests were performed in IBM La Gaude Laboratory.
ASPHI
ASPHI Foundation, an Italian non-profit organization, worked with IBM in the MWA project
management and co-operated in the test phase. Moreover, it will develop and deploy suitable courses,
skill transfers and Help Desk services for the users involved in the project.

Cisco
Cisco contributed to the creation, developed and tested of the Voice over IP Client/Server infrastructure
used in the project.

Nokia
Nokia provided the NOKIA 9500/9300/E61i devices which have been used in the project, solving any
possible problem related to their use. It also will provide information, papers and user's guide in order
to train the end-users involved in the project.
Talks
Talks provided the screen reader software (Nuance/PC-VOX) for the Nokia device.
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